PREVIOUS DEPAUL PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERTS
Michael Kozakis, director

March 9, 2013
Mackey – Mass
Fitz-Rogers – Once Removed
Burritt – Dex
Hall – Persistence of Memory
Westlake – Omphalo Centric Lecture
Psathas – Kyoto

October 27, 2012
Reich – Music for Pieces of Wood
Richardson - Transmigration
Brostrom – Nordic Peace
Pawassar – Sculpture in Wood
Skidmore – In Contact
Macklanka – Crown of Thorns

May 19, 2012
Gillingham – Angels of the Apocalyspe
Albright – Take That
Condon – Fractalia
Gottry – Small Box
Thompson – Alleluia
Mackey – Mass
Hollo – BeFORe JOHN 5

March 10, 2012
Bissell – Equal Fire
Trevino – Bloom
Goto – Invisibles Pass By
Ligeti – Pattern Tranformation
Daughtrey – Edge of the World
Sekhon – Sun

November 12, 2011
Rouse – Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Reich – Nagoya Marimbas
Moore – Sleepless
Walker – Promise Music
Dietz – Fanfare for the Return of Shadow

May 28, 2011
Zivkovic – Trio Per Uno, Mvmt. 1
Duggan – Slow Swirl at the Edge of the Sea
Lanksy – Threads
Hall – Escape Velocity
Monkman – Rite of Passage

March 12, 2011
Hollinden – Percussion Quartet #2
Lauridsen – O Magnum Mysterium
Kopetzki – Exploration of Time
Higdon – Splendid Wood
Dietz – Sharpened Stick

November 6, 2010
Silverman – Gasoline Rainbow
GH Green – Triplets
Becker – Away Without Leave
Bruckner – Os Justi
Silverman – Quick Blood
Rouse – Bonham

May 29, 2010
Xenakis – Pleiades – II. Peaux
Biebl – Ave Maria
Cage – Third Construction
Tyson – A Ceiling Full of Stars
Burritt – Traveling Music for Solo horn and Percussion Octet

March 6, 2010
Reich – Clapping Music
Reich/Kotche – Clapping Music Variations
Deane – Vespertine Formations
Burritt – Doomsday Machine
Skidmore – Whispers

November 7, 2009
Hamilton - Raptures of Undream
Andreasson – Tin Play
Rouse – Ogoun Badagris
Whitacre – Sleep
Gauger - Gainsborough
Helble – Diabolic Variations

May 24, 2009
Peck – Lift-Off!
Pawassar – Sculpture in Wood
Monrad – Zavanna
Green/Becker – Valse Brillante  
Ewazen – The Palace of Nine Perfections, Mvmt II, III  

March 14, 2009  
Varese – Ionisation  
Levitan – Conservatory Garden  
Levitan – Marimba Quartet  
Green/Cahn – Frivolity  
Maslanka – Crown of Thorns  

November 9, 2008  
Jalbert – Wood/Metal Music  
Novotney – Intentions  
Chavez – Toccata for Percussion  
Grusin/Steinquest – Memphis Stomp  
Hennagin – Phantom Dances